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Championing public health amid 
legal and legislative threats:  

Framing and language 
recommendations 

 

Championing public health should be simple: Public health departments fight to keep 
us safe, and they work with community partners to transform the places we live for the 
better. Yet, this work is underrecognized and poorly understood — so much so that it 
leaves vulnerable our public health departments’ ability to do the work necessary to 
safeguard our communities’ health.  

A concerted effort by some politicians and political bodies threatens to hollow out 
public health’s powers of protection. Those politicians aim to create new laws that their 
political allies can wield to shrink the power and authority of public health officials and 
agencies. This takes the form of a barrage of legal attacks: In some places, public 
health departments face lawsuits over vaccination and masking mandates; in others, 
opponents are removing and reassigning public health boards’ authority  — often to 
those without public health expertise.  

Public health practitioners must be able to respond quickly and effectively to these 
assaults on their mission — even in jurisdictions not currently under attack — to hold 
lawmakers accountable, to illustrate for community members what’s at stake, and to 
demonstrate the importance of public health.  

Berkeley Media Studies Group (BMSG) and Real Language (RL) have a longstanding 
interest in strengthening narrative power for public health. Act for Public Health 
commissioned BMSG and RL to assess narratives around the current attacks on public 
health’s authority and recommend responses that will enable public health 
practitioners to communicate more effectively about the essential work they do. BMSG 
and RL reviewed current communication materials related to public health authority to 
identify problematic language as well as opportunities for public health workers to 
establish the value of public health in the context of current legal attacks.  

Based on this analysis and our years of experience in strategic communication, we 
offer five tips for making the case for public health. Although there is no single 

https://www.bmsg.org/
https://reallanguage.com/
https://www.networkforphl.org/resources/topics/initiatives/act-for-public-health/#:~:text=Act%20for%20Public%20Health%20is,ability%20to%20do%20their%20job.
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message that will be effective for all audiences in all situations, the recommendations 
offer language to illuminate and uplift the role of public health as a public good. We are 
focused here on responding to the current attacks on public health authority, but the 
tips will be useful in explaining public health’s role across the many issues it touches, 
from climate change to chronic disease. When applying these recommendations, 
consider your community context and the specific audiences you are trying to reach and 
adjust accordingly. 

 

Getting started:  
Shape your message based on your overall strategy and target 
audience. 

Message is never first. While public health practitioners need to respond quickly and 
effectively to the many bills and lawsuits threatening their authority, your local context 
and overall strategy will influence how you construct and deliver your message. Some 
practitioners may be working in coalition with other community-based organizations, 
some might be going through legal channels, and some may be asked to lend their 
voice as part of a larger campaign. Each of these circumstances will shape your 
message.  

If you are already affiliated with public health and ready to use your voice to protect it, 
this report is for you. Whether you are in a position to lobby directly or whether you are 
talking generally about the importance of public health, keep your messaging focused 
and be concrete about what needs to be done at this moment, whether that means 
setting up protections for keeping public health powers in place or whether it entails 
rejecting a bill that would remove public health authority and give it to a less qualified 
body.  

When crafting your communication, keep in mind your primary audience: the 
decision-makers you want to persuade. These may be state legislators, county boards 
of health, boards of supervisors, city councils, judges, or others who may hear from you 
in direct one-on-one conversations, in hearings, comments, social media calls for 
action, or media interviews.  

The most important secondary audiences are those allies and champions who can 
pressure your primary audience to support public health. These are people who 
already agree with you: Help them raise their voices and be heard. Messages that 
resonate with our supporters can pull in people who agree with us about the 
importance and value of public health but haven’t figured out how to talk about it. Since 
people are reluctant to voice an opinion if they think they’re the only ones who have it, 
message repetition is crucial. There may be allies who have yet to speak up but will do 
so after they hear your message multiple times.  

https://www.changelabsolutions.org/product/public-health-advocacy-basics
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Even so, there are going to be some people who will never be convinced and will remain 
staunchly opposed. Focusing efforts on that small (though vocal) audience is wasted 
energy. So keep in mind that while the audience for our messages defending public 
health is wide, it is narrower than the full population benefitting from the robust 
practice of public health. 

 

Messaging recommendations 

Recommendation #1: Frame public health as indispensable, using metaphors 
when possible.  

How we frame an issue matters because it shapes how our audiences will understand 
what the problem is, who is responsible, and what needs to be done to fix it. Frames 
are mental pathways that get stronger by repetition. The more we hear an idea or a 
concept, the quicker our brains will go to this idea the next time we hear about it. The 
more we repeat frames that demonstrate public health as indispensable, the easier it 
will be for people to see public health’s necessary role in our society.  

As we elevate the importance of public health, we have to contend with well-established 
frames that can challenge our conception of public health — especially rugged 
individualism, the idea that people can solve their problems on their own if they try hard 
enough. Rugged individualism is reinforced in storytelling, in the media and elsewhere, 
by zooming in on individual actions (what we call “portrait framing”) and obscuring the 
systems and policies that create the conditions in which people live. (Framing that 
instead makes these systems and policies more visible we call “landscape framing”). 
The current attacks on public health leverage portrait framing, stoke a false fear of 
losing individual liberties, and support a larger movement to limit the role of 
government — the protective and coordination roles we assign to our government 
agencies. All of this makes it harder for people to see that public health is essential for 
our well-being. 

To respond to the legal attacks on public health, we must reframe the conversation 
with a focus on the landscape — the systems and conditions that support our 
collective well-being. The landscape frame is supported by values and principles such 
as our interconnectedness and our duty to one another and the greater good. Focusing 
on the landscape helps us hold the government accountable for carrying out its shared 
responsibility for health — which includes giving public health departments the 
authority to respond during health emergencies. When your messages repeat values 
that illuminate the landscape, you reinforce the frame that public health is 
indispensable for a functioning society. 

  

https://www.bmsg.org/resources/framing-101/
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Putting it into practice:  
Firefighting metaphors can help frame public health as indispensable.  

Metaphors help our brains make sense of complex issues by taking the logic we use 
and assumptions we make about one familiar concept and applying that to another. 
The way we think and talk about fire departments is rich with opportunities to draw 
parallels to public health to reinforce how essential these services are.  

In most areas, fire departments are a manifestation of a positive role for the 
government: protecting the greater good by pooling our resources together. It would be 
hard to think of a functioning society without a fire department. No one can put out a 
large house fire on their own, and fires can spread easily and harm more people if not 
contained by our dedicated firefighters. Fire departments also help communities put in 
place preventive measures, such as tree trimming, ventilation standards, and fire exits. 
They work with our schools and children, teaching them to take care of themselves and 
those around them in a fire.  

“You don’t cut the fire department in wildfire season — and you don’t 
hamstring the public health department in a pandemic.” 

Public health practitioners can borrow the logic in this thinking about firefighting and 
fire departments’ authority to keep everyone safe and apply it to conversations about 
public health departments. For example, you could extend the metaphor by saying, 
“You don’t cut the fire department in wildfire season — and you don’t hamstring the 
public health department in a pandemic.” Another example comes from “The Impact of 
Chronic Underfunding on America’s Public Health System: Trends, Risks, and 
Recommendations, 2021,” in which the authors use a firefighting metaphor to make 
the case for sustained investment in our public health infrastructure: Not investing in 
public health infrastructure, they say, is like not “hiring firefighters and purchasing 
hoses and protective equipment” until you are in the middle of “a five-alarm fire.” 

Metaphors that evoke the parallels between fire departments and health departments, 
and, by extension, firefighters and public health workers, can help audiences 
understand the importance of supporting public health’s everyday work of fostering 
safety and well-being. This communication technique also shows why public health 
must have robust resources at the ready for us in intense emergencies like COVID. 

 
Recommendation #2: Lead with strengths and achievements, not deficits and 
weaknesses. 

Order matters. Whatever the context, don’t start with the problem — start with why 
public health is indispensable. Illustrate its strengths and avoid emphasizing 
weaknesses or deficits. Showcasing what public health does well and what it can do for 
the greater good reminds audiences of the value of public health and why it is worthy of 
our public resources. You can do this by describing our collective achievements and 

https://www.tfah.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/2021_PHFunding_Fnl.pdf
https://www.tfah.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/2021_PHFunding_Fnl.pdf
https://www.tfah.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/2021_PHFunding_Fnl.pdf
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positive impacts — e.g., “more than 210 million people have been fully vaccinated,” 
and “Millions of lives have been saved” — along with examples from your local 
context.  

While it is tempting to talk about the challenged state of public health as a way to 
sound the alarm for support, messages about how “broken” our public health system is 
can suggest to a listener that public health is fundamentally flawed or has been 
damaged beyond repair. If this is the case, why should such a terribly broken system 
get + more funding or be protected from political attacks? Phrases such as “[these 
legislative attacks are] a further erosion of the nation’s already fragile public health 
system” can trigger a kind of reasoning that if public health is already so weak, 
perhaps we should let it die.  

Leading with strengths establishes the indispensability frame without concession. 
Then, if needed, you can address weaknesses by naming the root causes of the 
problem. Explain that certain actors are intentionally trying to weaken public health. For 
example, you could say: “Our legislators’ duty is to uphold public health’s ability to 
respond, protect and inform our communities. This bill introduced by [name legislator] 
will intensify the pressure on our public health infrastructure, which is already fighting 
to overcome years of funding cuts.” Actively naming those actors reminds our 
audiences who should be held accountable for the devastating consequences these 
bills pose to our communities. 

 
Recommendation #3: Boost the public’s confidence in public health by using 
precise, active language and compelling images that demonstrate the field’s 
competence.  

Now that self-interested political actors are actively trying to undermine its role, it is 
crucial that people understand public health’s purview and why public health’s authority 
is necessary to keep whole communities safe and healthy. Public health agencies need 
to be recognized as deserving of the authority they have. An emergency requires quick 
responses that help communities feel confident in their leaders, strengthening trust in 
public health and government. Public health advocates and practitioners must speak 
decisively and establish that public health workers are moving quickly and responsively, 
with accuracy and competence. 

Putting it into practice:  
Demonstrate urgency and progress (not just “evolution”). 

With a novel virus like COVID, public health’s knowledge and approaches will shift and 
adapt as our understanding grows. But when our communication changes and seems 
to be inconsistent, this can confuse the public and undermine confidence. It is 
important that the public understand that these shifts are the result of public health’s 
effectiveness and responsiveness. While our communication about COVID policy has 
often referred to the “evolution” of public health’s directives and recommendations, 

https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/10.2105/AJPH.2022.306771
https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/10.2105/AJPH.2022.306771
https://khn.org/news/article/pandemic-backlash-jeopardizes-public-health-powers-leaders/
https://khn.org/news/article/pandemic-backlash-jeopardizes-public-health-powers-leaders/
https://khn.org/news/article/pandemic-backlash-jeopardizes-public-health-powers-leaders/
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this language conveys change but not the direct improvement and urgency needed to 
respond to a life-threatening virus. More effective language to portray public health’s 
adaptations of messaging and recommendations would better demonstrate positive 
responsiveness — words and phrases such as “updating,” “strengthening,” “growing,” 
“improving.” When we talk about updating our messages, we reveal and reinforce the 
process behind the scenes for assessing the science and bringing public health’s 
experience to bear.  

Discuss clarity and direction (not just “guidance”).  

Similarly, the common public health term “guidance,” used widely in our official 
communication, does not convey to the public how critical it is that they take the steps 
being identified by public health experts to contain the virus. While some public health 
agencies cannot legally use the term “mandate” if one is not in place, they can still 
look for ways to include language that conveys clarity and firmness. You will determine, 
based on your context, what makes most sense; consider terms like “actions,” 
“steps,” “measures,” “professional opinion,” “directives,” or “orders.”  

Use clear, active language that communicates urgency and responsiveness.  

Help paint a vivid image of public health work that your audiences can picture, by using 
clear, concise, and active language wherever possible. Here is one example of how to 
add clearer and more active language to an already pretty-good message:  

Before: Early in the pandemic, our public health workforce took quick, decisive 
action to protect our essential health care workers, who in turn protect all of us, 
by triaging masks to our hospitals. They also worked night and day to analyze 
the situation and make decisions based on new data and new supply chain 
developments, such as more cloth masks being available.  

After: Early in the pandemic, our public health workforce jumped in right away 
to protect our essential health care workers — who protect all of us — by 
getting desperately needed medical masks to hospitals. They stayed on the 
trail of the virus 24/7, strengthening directives to urge mask use for everyone 
as soon as enhanced data on transmission and supplies were released.  

Active verbs have large cognitive impacts on audiences and directly tie public health 
actions to public benefit. Whenever possible, describe public health people in action: 
“Community health workers deliver vaccines to keep people healthy…” or “We prevent 
the spread of diseases…”  

Language that feels soft, equivocating, or vague chips away at the confidence we are 
trying to convey. Such language includes hedging terms such as “it seems like” or “we 
seek to protect.” These phrases separate public health from its active role in protecting 
the greater good. Stronger language includes “we know that …” or “we protect …”  
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Strong active verbs that practitioners generated during a live training session in May 
2022 to describe what public health does included: 

 

Show, don’t tell: A word about images 

Another way to portray public health as competent, confident, and active is to show, not 
tell. The images you use on websites, social media, and other visual communication 
materials are opportunities to illustrate people engaging positively with public health. 
You might show community health workers going to people’s homes, doing outreach at 
a health fair, collaborating in a research lab, or demonstrating safer COVID practices at 
a public meeting or press conference. But take care to remember that certain images 
— such as the overused shot of a vaccine being injected into someone’s arm — can 
reduce public health to individuals receiving medical care rather than helping your 
audience see the broader landscape of public health. 

 

Recommendation #4: Use plain but descriptive language so anyone can 
understand what’s at stake.  

In all communication materials, use plain but descriptive language that any audience 
can easily understand. Whenever you can, eliminate jargon, abbreviations, legalese, 
and academic or formal language from your message. Using simple, descriptive 
language is particularly important when speaking to the media or in other public 
forums. While decision-makers may be the primary audience, the media reach the 
public and our secondary audiences as well, and if they understand our words, they will 
have an easier time repeating the messages and pressuring decision-makers.  

For example, “morbidity and mortality” can be said simply as “death and disease.” If 
you do have to use jargon, explain what it means. Describing jargon may add length to 
the message, but the tradeoff is worth it if it means more people will understand you. 
For example, you could describe “preemption” as “states telling local governments and 
officials what they can or can’t do” or “it is when the state stops local communities 
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from deciding what’s best for them,” which makes it easier to see why preemption 
used to thwart public health authority is problematic.  

People seeking to limit public health authority paint a negative image of well-
established public health laws and science-driven approaches to keeping the public 
safe. They also try to portray public health officials as abusing their power. To counter 
this, when talking about public health “authority” or public health “powers,” don’t stop 
there. Include clear language that explicitly names what public health has the power 
and authority to do for us. For example: “We must protect our public health agencies’ 
authority to keep us safer and healthier: to make the decisions that ensure we have 
clean water to drink, safe food to eat, and fresh air to breathe.” 

 
Recommendation #5: Emphasize how these bills block public health’s job to 
keep our community safe and healthy.  

All of the recommendations in this guide so far are about clarifying the role and 
importance of public health. Depicting what public health does and why its work is 
indispensable puts the bills and lawsuits attacking public health in context. When 
advocating against a bill, you will always need to describe clearly and succinctly what 
public health is and why its authority to keep everyone healthy must remain intact. 
Without getting into the weeds about the policy, you can still trigger basic frames that 
help explain why the bill and the actors behind it are harmful to the healthy, safe 
communities we all need.  

One way to do this is to repeat words and phrases like “blocks,” “doesn’t let,” “stops 
them from,” “takes over,” “takes away,” “limits” and “gets in the way,” which will elicit 
in our audiences a feeling of losing or being prevented from getting something they 
want — in this case, the benefits public health provides to keep communities healthy, 
such as safe food to eat, clean water to drink, safe and affordable medication, and 
more.  

You can also expand from the concept of blocking to other notions of stopping public 
health from doing its work. For example, here is a sample response to a lawsuit against 
Philadelphia officials that challenged their authority to enforce mask mandates. In this 
sample response, we emphasize that the lawsuit blocks what people need by using the 
familiar phrase of tying hands:  

Our duty in public health is to keep Philadelphians healthy and thriving. This 
means we must respond quickly to new developments, such as an increase of 
new cases in our city, with strategies that work, such as mask orders. We do 
this all the time, but especially in times of crisis. This lawsuit would tie our 
hands and leave us unable to respond, adapt, and inform the public on how to 
stay healthy in real time. That’s why we ask the judge to dismiss the case so 
we can focus on what matters the most, the well-being of Philadelphians.  
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It is both deeply problematic and ironic that the bills at issue would strip authority from 
public health officials but leave their duty in place. In other words, society expects the 
results that public health provides — and politicians demand — but these bills would 
make achieving those results impossible. Advocates and practitioners should point that 
out. Using a fire department metaphor, an advocate might say something such as, “It’s 
like the legislature telling fire departments they must keep putting out fires but also 
passing a law that takes away their authority to tap hydrants — and all in the middle of 
a five-alarm blaze.”  

You can also elevate the value of common sense by modifying the fire department 
metaphor above to say:  

“This bill defies common sense. It’s like the state legislature piling into a bus 
and parking it directly in front of the hydrant in the middle of a five-alarm fire so 
the fire department can’t get to the resources it needs to do its job — all while 
making the firefighters watch while the buildings just burn to the ground.” 

 

Strategic messaging basics: A brief refresher on key foundational tactics 

Although the current threats to public health’s ability to do its job and protect our 
communities are more serious and intense than anything we have seen in recent 
history, we do not need to reinvent the wheel to produce strong messages. The 
recommendations above build on foundational messaging tactics that have proven 
beneficial with other contentious public health issues, from tobacco control to violence 
prevention. Below is a refresher on some key tactics that can be applied to any public 
health issue and are especially salient amid today’s hostile political landscape.  

Remember the three components of any strategic message: problem, 
solution, values.  

When in doubt, advocates and practitioners can always fall back on the basics, like the 
three components of a strategic message, for starters. The same sample message 
used earlier to illustrate how anti-public health legislation and lawsuits damage the 
field’s ability to protect our communities also demonstrates these components: a short 
description of the problem, a specific solution along with who is responsible for 
implementing the solution, and a values statement that reminds the audience why this 
matters. See these components highlighted in the message below: 
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The order of these components can change, and it is often helpful to lead with values 
or your proposed solution, but the individual elements remain the same.  

Avoid repeating your opposition’s arguments and misconceptions; doing so 
may reinforce them. 

Framing works by repetition and repeating the opposition’s frame would only strengthen 
their point and diminish yours. You can avoid this by reframing the statement to focus 
on the positive contribution public health makes. For example, in describing how the 
bills block public health action, and in answering difficult questions about it, use your 
own frame instead of responding to the opposition’s: State in the affirmative what 
public health is, who public health workers are, what you do, and why keeping your 
ability to do what you do matters for everyone.  

Remain strategic, not comprehensive, but keep the big picture in mind.  

If there is time and space to provide more information, the next step is to explain why 
some (not all!) of the specifics of the bill are harmful. You and your team might have a 
lot to say about the bill’s problems, but in brief interactions with reporters or in short 
testimony, you will have to focus on just a few, connected to the big picture of public 
health’s importance. Be prepared to answer follow-up questions, but always pair more 
details with your big picture description of why what public health does is indispensable 
in your community. 
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Conclusion 

Public health actions meant to contain COVID may have inspired the latest attacks on 
public health authority, but if the attacks succeed, they will also damage every 
community’s ability to respond to climate change, reproductive justice, and inequities in 
the social factors that affect every other public health issue. Our hope is that these 
recommendations equip public health workers to speak passionately and effectively 
about their role, their expertise, and their accomplishments. We look forward to 
continued discussions and examples from the field that build our collective efforts to 
create a public health system that can ensure healthy communities for everyone. 

 

Different question, same answer: Sample answers to difficult questions 

Speaking to a reporter or a decision-maker can be intimidating. Our nervousness can 
make us forget what we were prepared to say, or make it hard to stay on track with our 
message. When you deliver your message, you’ll want to be ready to speak about the 
issue succinctly while sticking to your main points. Inevitably, you will get difficult 
questions. The best thing you can do is prepare in advance. Here are a few examples 
to get you started on developing answers that fit your own context and can help you 
stay focused on your goal of protecting public health’s authority to respond during a 
health emergency, regardless of the question you get. 

How do you know what’s best for me and my family?  

Big problems, like pandemics, demand bigger responses than any one of us can do on 
our own. As public health workers, we closely monitor the science so we can respond in 
real time to dangers that threaten the health of everyone in our community. Just like a 
fire department has to be well-equipped to be able to respond to a fire at a moment’s 
notice, health departments need to be equipped and ready, too. This is why we need to 
uphold public health’s authority to respond during emergencies — so we can act 
collectively to protect ourselves while also building healthier, safer, more equitable 
communities for everyone.  

The “experts” keep changing their minds. Why should we trust them?  

Our job is to watch the science closely so we can respond quickly when conditions 
change and bring the latest evidence into our recommendations. Public health workers 
are public servants dedicated to the greater good, who protect us from illness, disease 
and unhealthy conditions. By monitoring the current conditions in our community, they 
advise us in real time how to best protect ourselves and others. This is why we need to 
uphold public health’s authority to respond during emergencies — so we can act 
collectively to protect ourselves while also building healthier, safer, more equitable 
communities for everyone.  
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Public health officials have too much authority and shouldn’t be able to tell 
businesses what to do. Shouldn’t we limit their authority when it causes 
economic harm to our communities?  

Public health officials have authority to act when the public’s health is in danger, and 
we take that responsibility very seriously. That means we conduct the science and 
assess current conditions so we can understand how health threats are affecting 
everyone, including the people who live and work here. We do all this so that we can 
make the decisions that keep us all safer and healthier, like ensuring we have clean 
water to drink, safe food to eat, or fresh air to breathe. We stay at the ready by 
monitoring disease threats. When the evidence is clear, we alert families and 
businesses — all the members of our communities — to take the actions that will keep 
us safe and healthy. The last thing we should do is tie public health’s hands – that 
would be like parking a bus in front of a fire hydrant, blocking the fire department from 
doing its job. This is why we need to uphold public health’s authority to respond during 
emergencies — so we can act collectively to protect ourselves while also building 
healthier, safer, more equitable communities for everyone.  

Elected officials legislate all the time on topics in which they don’t have 
expertise; they have staff, they do their homework. So why can’t they do the 
same with respect to public health restrictions and measures?  

Collectively, our public health department represents hundreds of years of study and 
experience, collecting and interpreting evidence and addressing complex health threats 
like COVID. That depth of knowledge and experience allows us to respond very rapidly 
to new problems. We have multi-disciplinary teams — epidemiologists, doctors, 
community residents, health educators — who work together and apply research 
findings to real-world situations. These teams have the expertise and the know-how; 
let’s make sure they are allowed to do their work to protect all of us from health 
threats. This is why we need to uphold public health’s authority to respond during 
emergencies — so we can act collectively to protect ourselves while also building 
healthier, safer, more equitable communities for everyone.  

Well, if not these laws, what would provide the right checks and balances? 

This question is difficult because it implies that public health is abusing its powers and 
that there are no checks and balances in place. To avoid reinforcing this idea and falling 
into the opposition’s frame the answer must pivot away from it and focus on the 
damaging impacts of the laws, and on the benefits public health brings to our society. We 
offer two sample pivots to the response that do this.  

Option 1: What these laws would do is hamstring the ability of public health to do what 
it needs to do to keep us safe during a health emergency. We need public health 
departments to have the power to make decisions on how to protect our communities 
because they are the best equipped to do so. Collectively, our public health department 
represents hundreds of years of study and experience, collecting and interpreting 
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evidence and addressing complex health threats like COVID. That depth of knowledge 
and experience allows our multi-disciplinary teams to respond very rapidly to new 
problems. We are on the ground every day — listening, living, and experiencing what 
our communities need. We apply the research and make the decisions that keep our 
communities safe. This is why we need to uphold public health’s authority to respond 
during emergencies — so we can act collectively to protect ourselves while also 
building healthier, safer, more equitable communities for everyone.  

Option 2: Each branch of government has its set of complementary responsibilities. 
The set of responsibilities we’re talking about today sits with the executive branch for 
which public health carries out the duties. And for good reason: Collectively, our public 
health department represents hundreds of years of study and experience, collecting 
and interpreting evidence and addressing complex health threats like COVID. That 
depth of knowledge and experience allows our multi-disciplinary teams to respond very 
rapidly to new problems. We are on the ground every day — listening, living, and 
experiencing what our communities need. We apply the research and make the 
decisions that keep our communities safe. This is why we need to uphold public 
health’s authority to respond during emergencies — so we can act collectively to 
protect ourselves while also building healthier, safer, more equitable communities for 
everyone. 
 

Related resources  

• Real Language LLC - A language and linguistics strategy firm that uses applied 
cognitive linguistics to solve thorny communication challenges.  

• Act for Public Health - An initiative of the Public Health Law Partnership, Act for 
Public Health provides resources, technical assistance, and training to help 
push back against attempts to block public health officials’ ability to do their 
job. The working group includes the Network for Public Health Law, ChangeLab 
Solutions, the Center for Public Health Law Research, the Public Health Law 
Center, and Public Health Law Watch. Join the group's email list to receive 
updates on new and upcoming litigation, legislation, events, and resources.  

• Public health advocacy: The basics - This webinar from ChangeLab provides a 
foundation on the general ethics and legalities related to lobbying and advocacy.  

• Making the case for public health: A framing and communication webinar - In 
this recording, staff from BMSG and Real Language guide participants through 
this report's recommendations.  

• Q&A - BMSG and Real Language answer common messaging questions.  
• Layers of strategy - An overview of questions to answer to develop your overall, 

media, message, and access strategies.  
• Media advocacy worksheet - Before trying to get media attention, use this 

worksheet to create your overall strategy.  
• Message development worksheet - A guide to help you name the problem you're 

addressing, why it matters, and what solution(s) you're proposing. 

https://reallanguage.com/
https://www.changelabsolutions.org/act-public-health
https://www.changelabsolutions.org/product/public-health-advocacy-basics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9QXuRh0hYa0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bHsT7DZ9gHx5qRnT6NtvFtjStAAKKvBZ/view?usp=sharing
http://www.bmsg.org/wp-content/uploads/2007/01/bmsg_layers_of_strategy.pdf
http://www.bmsg.org/resources/publications/media-advocacy-worksheet-overall-strategy/
http://www.bmsg.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/bmsg_message_development_worksheet.pdf
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